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Green Buildings and Renewable Energy:
The Way Forward in Urban Development
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Welcome to Local Renewables Freiburg 2011
Welcome to the Local Renewables Freiburg 2011 Conference being held on 27 and 28 October 2011 in
the Solar Info Center Freiburg. The City of Freiburg and ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability are
hosting this event for the fourth time. We are delighted to welcome experts from around the globe, who
have come together to discuss approaches to the global challenges of climate change and local strategies.
The focus of this year’s conference – on buildings – has long been a key factor in protecting our environment
and climate. Apart from private transport, energy consumption in the buildings in our cities is the most
significant factor which influences our carbon footprint. This sector also offers the most scope for political
action in reducing CO2 emissions, thus ensuring an effective contribution to climate protection. The legal
requirements for thermal insulation in new buildings have already set standards for the future, which
will drastically lower energy consumption and thus CO2 emissions. We must continue to develop these
initiatives. For many years the City of Freiburg has set its own benchmarks, which are always one step ahead
of national regulations and have made passive house construction mandatory for new building projects.
Passive houses and energy-plus-buildings are by no means a dream; in many cities they are already a reality. With their highly efficient heating
and control systems, these buildings help to radically limit emissions from fossil fuels.
Another, equally important, focus of our policy is thermal insulation in old buildings. Experience has shown that one Euro of subsidy raises
seven Euro of private investment in energy improvements using thermal insulation, new windows and modern heating systems. Investments
which bring down CO2 emissions are sound ones in a number of ways: they lower utility costs, ensuring affordable rents and mortgages; they
increase the value of a property, and are important factors in effective climate protection policy.
Freiburg has set benchmarks with a number of projects. The conversion of the Bugginger Strasse 50 building to the passive house standards
has become a model project throughout Germany for improving the energy efficiency of a 1960’s high-rise building. For some time now, passive
house construction has been the accepted standard for new buildings and renovation projects for schools, playschools and office buildings and
is a template for private homeowners.
Investment in climate-friendly and energy-efficient construction can only be implemented successfully with the active participation of private
owners. A primary objective of municipal policy is to convince people to adopt this approach. I am delighted that the Local Renewables 2011
Conference will focus on this subject and create a platform for dialogue and the exchange of information.
My special thanks go to all who have made this conference possible: speakers, sponsors from politics and business, trade associations, as
well as our partner, the European Secretariat of ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability, without whose experience, commitment and
international contacts this conference would not have been possible.
On behalf of the host city of Freiburg I would like to wish all participants an interesting and enriching time and I hope that you enjoy your stay
in Freiburg!

Dr. Dieter Salomon
Lord Mayor of Freiburg im Breisgau

ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability
Cities can only become sustainable if they drastically reduce their resource consumption and ecological footprint. ICLEI, the
international association of active local governments, supports its members and their partners in becoming pioneers for energy
efficiency, sustainable resource management, resilience and good governance. ICLEI provides information, motivation and support
to many local governments around the world on climate and energy issues through projects such as the Cities for Climate Protection
Campaign and Local Renewables Initiative. For more information about ICLEI and its different projects and activities in the area of
sustainability, please visit www.iclei-europe.org

Freiburg Green City
The City of Freiburg is internationally well known for its progressive approach to sustainable energy management and extensive use
of renewable energy sources. As a result of its achievements, Freiburg has won several awards, making the city an exemplary and
qualified host. Colleagues from the city administration, scientific experts and representatives from the renewable energy sector will
be on hand to provide information and advice from an insider’s perspective. This year’s conference venue, the Solar Info Center,
is one of the examples of innovative green buildings in Freiburg – the perfect setting where a multitude of effective technical,
organisational and socio-economic solutions related to sustainable energy will be showcased.
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Local Renewables Freiburg 2011
Over 75 percent of Europe’s population lives in towns and cities, making the long-term viability of urban living a hot topic. The Local Renewables
2011 conference provides a unique opportunity to address some of the most pressing and important issues in the field of urban sustainability
– making sustainable buildings and districts a reality. From building design to construction, enhancing user comfort while reducing energy
demand, effectively optimising energy efficiency and integrating renewable energy into buildings – with the ultimate aim of improving quality
of life.

Take advantage of all the opportunities offered!
•

Explore the latest developments in design, materials and
technologies with the aid of experts in the field. Get inspired
to maximise the energy savings potential in buildings, reducing
your city’s CO2 emissions in the process.

•

Network with representatives from other local governments and
make contact with leading authorities in the built environment
and renewable energy sector.

•

Exchange experiences and brainstorm on creating a low carbon
reality, making your city fit for the future.

•

Find out more about the Covenant of Mayors and ICLEI
Europe’s role in this growing initiative. Explore options and
support offered by the SCI-Network (Network for Sustainable
Construction & Innovation through Procurement).

•

Gain first-hand insight into relevant opportunities and
initiatives in the idyllic setting of Freiburg and explore real life
examples of the conference themes by attending study tours on
28 October.

Local Renewables Conference Series
The Local Renewables Freiburg 2011 conference is part of a series
of events that began in Freiburg, Germany in June 2007 with the
“Powerful local action for secure and sustainable energy in Europe”
conference. This was followed by “Urban polic and planning for the
post-carbon age” in April 2009 and by “Changing fuels or changing
patterns? The role of renewables in sustainable urban mobility” in
2010.
This conference series aims to:
• encourage communities to switch to renewable energy
sources, thereby accelerating sustainable development
worldwide;
• show trend-setting ideas and approaches to reduce energy
consumption in cities and towns.
Since 2009, regular conferences have been held in Freiburg, with
further events organised in other cities around the globe. These
include events that took place in San Francisco, USA in July 2009
and 2010 within the framework of the Intersolar North America
conference.

The Host City Freiburg
The City of Freiburg is well known for its environmental approach and extensive use of solar energy and other renewable sources. As a result of
its achievements Freiburg has won several awards making it an ideal host for Local Renewables 2011.
The city has made great strides forward in the area of building design and construction. Freiburg has set its own benchmarks, making passive
house construction mandatory for new building projects. Thanks to their efficient heating and control systems, passive houses and energy-plus
houses have allowed the city to radically reduce fossil fuel emissions and decrease its ecological footprint.
Equally impressive is Freiburg’s promotion of thermal insulation in old buildings, with state subsidies generating large private investment in
energy efficiency improvements such as new windows and modern heating systems. Such investments have proven successful in the reduction
of utility costs and CO2 emissions, while simultaneously increasing property value.
Freiburg is synonymous with sustainable development and its ecologically progressive policies have a hugely positive impact on the everyday
lives of its citizens. The host city will provide the perfect backdrop to the conference, inspiring participants with tangible evidence that green
buildings and sustainable energy are the way forward.

© ICLEI / LR2009
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Programme of the conference - themes and overview
Discussions will revolve around:

Special collaboration with SCI-Network

•

The Network for Sustainable Construction and Innovation through
Procurement (SCI-Network) is a growing network of European public
authorities working together to find new, sustainable construction
solutions and encourage innovation in construction procurement.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The framework for sustainable construction and urban planning:
policy and regulations
Financing models and mechanisms
Cool design, hot technologies – sustainable energy for buildings
and districts
Cost-effective renovation solutions for existing building stock
Possible today: examples of zero emission districts across
Europe
Can it be done? Smart grids, sustainable district heating and
cooling
Challenges in the value chain of energy efficient building

An exciting line-up of expert speakers will pull efforts towards a
holistic approach, addressing all aspects of building design and
construction with the ultimate aim of improving quality of life.

The Network has established five working groups to investigate good
practice in different areas:
• Environmental assessment tools • Innovative technical solutions •
How to encourage innovation in construction procurement • Life cycle/
whole life costing • Innovative financing and contracting approaches •
Innovation in sustainble construction frequently involves and
encourages energy efficiency and renewbale energy. In the Plenary
Workshop B1, you will get the opportunity to discuss recommendations
developed by the working groups with other public authorithies and
stakeholders.
To find out more about the network, come to the SCI-Network stand
or visit www.sci-network.eu.

Programme overview
TIME

Thursday 27 October 2011

Friday 28 October 2011

Registration
09:00
Plenary 1: Conference opening – Energy and buildings: potential
for changing policies in support of energy efficient building
11:00

Plenary 2: Technical solutions, clever design – Energy efficient
solutions for new and existing buildings

13:00

Lunch

15:00

Plenary Workshop B1: Driving energy efficiency innovation at all
stages of the public construction process

Plenary 3: Intelligent financing mechanisms and models for new
and existing building stock

Session A3: Zero emissions
districts

Session B3: Cutting-edge
implementation in buildings and
building systems

Lunch
Plenary 4: Future perspectives on energy efficient buildings –
challenges in the value chain
Plenary 5: Summary and outlook

17:00

19:00

Session A2: Renovating
historical buildings: where to
invest?

Session B2: District heating &
cooling: technical solutions

Vauban

Study visits
Rieselfeld

Buggingerstraße

Reception

Hosted by the City of Freiburg at Rathaus,Historischer Ratssaal

© ICLEI / LR2009

© ICLEI / ICLEI European Convention 2011
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Thursday, 27 October 2011
08:30
09:30 – 10:30

REGISTRATION OPENS
Plenary 1: Conference opening – Energy and Buildings: Potential for changing
Policies in support of energy efficient building
Buildings contribute to around 36 percent of the EU’s CO2 emissions, accounting for 40 percent of total primary energy
consumption. Improving the energy performance of buildings is key to contributing to the EU’s climate and energy
objectives, namely a 20 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, a 20 percent increase in energy savings
by 2020, and using 20 percent renewable energy by 2020. The opening plenary will examine the political framework for
these elements in buildings from a European, national and sub-national perspective – with speakers reviewing the current
situation, identifying the options, and solutions and policies needed to accelerate the process, both for new buildings and
existing European building stock.

Facilitator: Gino Van Begin, Regional Director, ICLEI European Secretariat
Welcome by host city – Dr. Dieter Wörner, Head, Environment Department, City of Freiburg, Germany
A discussion on the current context, challenges and opportunities related to accelerating the translation of the European Energy
Performance of Buildings Directive (EBDR) into national legislation, to help bring about local improvements at the local level.

• Local perspective – Dr. Dieter Wörner, Head, Environment Department, City of Freiburg, Germany
• State level perspective – Helmfried Meinel, Secretary General to the Minister of Environment Baden-Württemberg, Germany
MuSIC
10:30 – 11:00

Coffee break

11:00 – 12:30

Plenary 2: Technical solutions, Clever design – Energy efficient solutions for
new and existing buildings
Existing standards and regulations and the latest state-of-the-art of technology in the building sector will be placed under the
microscope in this plenary. Bringing together experts from different fields – such as science, planning and business – speakers
and participants will explore key technical developments, standards and solutions for clever building design. A number of
questions will be addressed, such as, which of these cutting edge technologies can most easily be rolled-out and why are
passive house and similar efficiency standards not yet widely applied. How can we engage the interest of local decisionmakers in choosing the optimal solutions with regard to energy efficiency?

Facilitator: Rian van Staden, Principal Consultant, Intelligent Renewable Energy
• Energy savings in buildings and urban microclimate improvement: The role of materials – Theoni Karlessi, Physicist- Research
Associate, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece
• Cutting edge technologies for today and tomorrow – Sebastian Herkel, Engineer, Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems
(ISE), Germany
• Adaptation of real estate to smart grids – Rolf C. Buschmann, Prof. Aux UCLV, EnED, Solar Info Center GmbH, Germany
• Smart Buildings – Key player in a sustainable environment – Christoph Conrad, Head Strategy and Marketing, Siemens Building
Automation
MuSIC
12:30 – 14:00

Lunch in the exhibition area in the foyer

© ICLEI / LR2009

© ICLEI / LR2007
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14:00 – 15:30
plenary
workshop

Plenary workshop B1: Driving energy efficiency innovation at all stages of the public construction process

Every public construction project – whether a renovation project or a new building – involves a multitude of different
public and private actors, with various and complex procurement procedures. The leap from wanting to reach a
sustainable outcome to actually achieving one is equally complex. The SCI-Network has been exploring different methods
for encouraging innovative, sustainable outcomes within the typical procurement process for construction projects. This
session will explore some recommendations. Issues include, how to engage with the private sector before tendering for
construction services, how to set up procedures to maximise expert involvement, and how to assess the life-cycle costs of
construction in the decision-making process.

Facilitator: Simon Clement, Project Coordinator, ICLEI European Secretariat
• GLA group sustainable construction – best practice examples – Matthew Galvin, Responsible Procurement Manager, Greater
London Authority (GLA), United Kingdom
• How to procure energy efficient public construction – recommendations for local governments – Isa-Maria Bergman, Expert
Consultant, Motiva Oy, Finland
• Promoting sustainability in the urbanisation of the El Boscarró Nord business and industrial estate – Joan Estrada i Aliberas,
Environment, Landscape and Energy Unit Director, INCASÒL (Catalan Land Institute), Spain
• New face of Koprivnica – Helena Hecimovic, Councilor, City of Koprivnica, Croatia
MuSIC
15:30 – 16:00

Coffee break

16:00 – 17:30

A2: Renovating historical buildings: where to
invest?

Parallel
workshops

19:00

B2: District heating & cooling: technical
solutions

Historical buildings can consume a significant amount of energy
and in many cases, it is particularly difficult to improve their
energy efficiency, due to restrictions protecting monuments
and the sensitive building structure. European historic building
centers are the hallmark of the continent, drawing countless
tourists, yet also have enormous needs in terms of retrofitting. In
this session, experts from various European retrofitting projects
will discuss the challenge of retrofitting historical buildings and
how to do so efficiently while complying with (or creating new)
rules and regulations for the conservation of ancient structures.

District heating and cooling by means of efficient systems using
renewable energy can play a significant role in the supply of
low-carbon energy in Europe. Whether optimising systems by
using waste heat and heat recovery or linking to geothermal
energy or hydro-power, there are many different solutions to
make heating / cooling more efficient. This session will address
how to improve the effectiveness of sustainable energy district
systems for roll-out, as well as the policies needed to support
this and replace non-optimised individual heating concepts.

Facilitator: Maryke van Staden, Project Coordinator, Climate
and Air Team, ICLEI European Secretariat
• Architectural heritage and energy efficiency – Dr.
Christian Hanus, Head, Center for Architectural
Heritage & Infrastructure, Krems, Austria
• Energy efficiency in historic buildings – the 3ENCULT
project in focus – Dr. Alexandra Troi, Vice Head of the
Institute for Renewable Energy, European Academy of
Bozen/Bolzano, Italy
• AC/DC project - to Adapt and Conserve / Develop and
Create – Jan Falconer, Manager, Projects, Partnerships
and Funding, Aberdeen City Council, Scotland, United
Kingdom
ClasSIC

Facilitator: Sabine Froning, Managing Director, Euroheat &
Power (EHP)
• District Heating 2.0 (En route towards DH 3.0?) –
Peter Odermatt, CEO, , Stadsverwarming Purmerend
B.V., Netherlands
• Successful planning and realisation of district heating
systems – Klaus Preiser, Managing Director, BadenovaTochter WärmePLUS, Germany
• Biofueled district heating and cooling – Johan Saltin,
Project Manager Heat and Power, Växjö Energie AB,
Sweden

MuSIC

Reception hosted by the City of Freiburg – neues Rathaus, Historischer Ratssaal

The City of Freiburg has the pleasure to invite all participants to a cocktail reception in the beautiful Historischen Ratssaal
of the Rathaus (City hall). Welcome by Prof. Dr. Haag, Deputy Mayor for Buildings and Urban Planning, City of Freiburg.

© SCI Network / Vasko

© SCI Network /majorosl

© Flickr / Dept of Energy Solar Decathlon
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Friday 28 October 2011
09:00 – 10:30

Plenary 3: Intelligent Financing Mechanisms and Models for New and
Existing Building Stock
This plenary will examine how to finance the challenge of making European building stock more efficient from two
different perspectives. Moving away from a practical perspective, experts from different organisations and institutions
will present different financing schemes and models for public, commercial and private retrofitting and building projects.
These will then be discussed and compared by the city representatives and participants. The focus will then broaden and
speakers will explore whether the current framework conditions can be improved and what needs to be done, from a
political perspective, to achieve optimal results.

Facilitator: Wolfgang Teubner, Executive Director, ICLEI European Secretariat
• William Gillett, Head of Unit, Executive Agency for Competitiveness & Innovation (EACI), European Commission
• Susanne Berger, Senior Consultant, Berlin Energy Agency (BEA), Germany
• Peter Odermatt, CEO, Stadsverwarming Purmerend B.V., Netherlands
• Zarpana Massud-Baqa, Assistant Vice President, Asset Management - Environmental & Social Capital, Deutsche Bank AG
MuSIC
10:30 – 11:00

Coffee break

11:00 – 12:30

A3: Zero emissions districts

Parallel
workshops

B3: Cutting-edge Implementation in Buildings
and Building Systems

Achieving “zero emissions” and optimising energy demand
status requires the careful planning and design of buildings, their
surrounding districts / zones and also of the city’s overall urban
planning concept. This requires the exploration of a low energy
building policy, a creative district energy concept, a recycling
policy, interconnected mobility concepts, and ways to promote
the effective integration and use of local renewable energy
sources. Last but not least, it is essential to focus on promoting
behavioural change among users. This session focuses on different
city types that are planning / have started implementing a zero
emissions district, outlining their achievements, how setbacks
were overcome and future their ambitions.

This session will explore cutting-edge technology options
in the building sector. What works well and why? Various
technologies that increase energy efficiency, measure energy
demand and integrate renewable energy sources into buildings
will be examined. This includes examples such as smart
metering, innovative ventilation and insulating techniques.
The main issue up for discussion will be: What is technically
possible? What makes sense to implement today? What can
those involved in building constuction and design plan for over
the next 5 to 10 years?

Facilitator: Wolfgang Teubner, Executive Director, ICLEI
European Secretariat
• IEA Annex 51: energy efficient communities – first
findings from international case studies – Andreas
Koch, Project Manager, European Institute for Energy
Research (EIFER), Germany
• Copenhagen city of the future: passive houses and
the zero-emission-district – Annette Egetoft, Senior
Advisor, Environmental Department, Copenhagen,
Denmark
• Zero emission districts – between vision and reality –
Klaus Hoppe, Head of Energy Department, Freiburg,
Germany
MuSIC

Facilitator: Rian van Staden, Principal Consultant,
Intelligent Renewable Energy
• Twenty years of passive house design: the experiment
becomes standard – Meinhard Hansen, Architect,
Germany
• Heat pumps: effective contribution to energy
efficiency? – Sebastian Herkel, Engineer, Fraunhofer
Institute for Solar Energy Systems (ISE), Germany
• Intelligent building automation and its contribution
to sustainability – Peter Schoenenberger, Head of
Marketing, Sauter, Switzerland; Member of European
Building Automation Controls Association

© Flickr / El diablo robotico

ClasSIC

© ICLEI
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12:30 – 13:30

Lunch in the exhibition area in the foyer

13:30 – 14:45

Plenary 4: Future perspectives on Energy Efficient Buildings – challenges in
the value chain
From conception to completion, the building value chain is extremely complicated. Furthermore, it involves a number
of stakeholders who often have conflicting interests and requirements. Frequently, these urban planners, developers,
investors, owners and end users also have competing priorities and a differing comprehension of the value of energy and
the need for sustainable energy solutions. The panel discussion will bring together representatives of various stakeholders
to discuss their interests and which incentives, rules or regulations need to be implemented in order to optimise the
involvement of all key stakeholders and achieve success in the retrofitting and construction of low energy buildings.

Facilitator: Wolfgang Teubner, Executive Director, ICLEI European Secretariat
• Ralf Bermich, Head, Energy and Climate Department, Heidelberg, Germany
• Pierre Strub, Head of Innovations, Strafin Innovations Ltd., Switzerland
• Alan Yates, Director, Regeneration, Accord Housing Group; Chair, Sustainable Housing Action Programme (SHAP),United Kingdom
• Rüdiger Hornung, Registered Manager, Roux Deutschland GmbH; Chairman of the RICS Deutschland Sustainability Professional
Group
MuSIC
14:45-15:30

Plenary 5: Summary and Outlook
A presentation of the key findings and outcomes of the Local Renewables 2011 Conference, and an overview of local
sustainability initiatives and in particular, the integration of renewable energy and energy efficiency measures into
buildings in the coming years.

Facilitator: Rian van Staden, Principal Consultant, Intelligent Renewable Energy
Closing of the conference

MuSIC
15:45 – 18:15
Study
visits

Study visits
All participants are invited to join the study visits organised to showcase interesting and innovative sustainable energy solutions in
practice - renewable energy, energy efficiency and sustainable buildings and districts in the Green City of Freiburg. All study visits
will depart from the Solar Info Center at 15:50-16:00. During the study visits luggage can be stored at the SIC or in the bus. At the
end of the visit participants can disembark at the train station, at the Hotel Stadt Freiburg or at the SIC.

Vauban
Find out about the development of this highly ecological district. A former military base
redeveloped in the 1990s into a mostly residential district for 5,000 inhabitants, Vauban
is an internationally renowned model of sustainable urban planning. During this study
tour you will learn more about Vauban’s renewable energy concepts, citizen engagement
and standards: low-, passive-, zero- and surplus-energy buildings.
© FWTM / Stadtplanungsamt

Rieselfeld

© Flickr / Tillwe

This tour consists of a walk through the Federal State of Baden-Württemberg’s largest
neighbourhood development project – a model of modern ecological housing for 11.000
people. All residences are low-energy buildings and the use of renewable energy and
district heating form part of the project’s farsighted energy concept. On this tour you
will have the opportunity to explore the district’s low energy buildings, open and green
spaces, and nature reserves.
Buggingerstraße 50

© Fraunhofer ISE

Freiburg’s Bugginerstraße 50 is Germany’s first high rise multi-family building that can
claim a passive house standard following its renovation. The retrofit project, which
started in 2009 and was completed in late 2010 resulted in a state of the art building,
which now consumes 78 percent less energy than the original building. Even though
rents have increased slightly, the tenants now benefit from substantially lower energy
costs. On this tour you will learn about all stages of the retrofitting process and the
challenges encountered by different stakeholders.
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www.hummel.com

Wir setzen Standards
konform
für Außenanwendungen

HUMMEL AG

Lise-Meitner-Straße 2 · 79211 Denzlingen/Germany · Tel. +49 (0) 76 66 / 9 11 10-0 · Fax +49 (0) 76 66 / 9 11 10-20 · E-Mail: info@hummel.com

Sponsor

Als mittelständisches und international ausgerichtetes Unternehmen ist die HUMMEL AG
ein weltweit renommierter Hersteller von elektrotechnischen Installationssystemen,
MSR-Elektronik, Medizintechnik und Eingabesystemen.

A home made by FSB!

Please contact:
Matthias Vökt, phone +49 (0)761/2105-220
or visit our website www.freiburger-stadtbau.de.

Sponsor

The Freiburger Stadtbau GmbH premium new building projects
are modern and energy-efficient.

Grüne Technologie für energieautarke Gebäude mit Energy³
Green technology for energy
self-sufficient buildings with Energy³

Grüne Technologie für den Blauen Planeten
Saubere Energie aus Solar und Fenstern

Green Technology for the Blue Planet. That means
clean energy from solar products and windows. And
the contribution that Schüco makes to the environment
with pioneering building envelopes. The best example of
this is the Schüco Energy³ Building – tailored systems of
windows, doors and façades that save energy, and solar
solutions that generate energy. This creates an excess of
independently generated energy, which can be used by
means of intelligent networking. The result is an important
step towards energy efficiency and generating your own
electricity. In short, an important contribution towards
reducing energy requirements and thereby CO2 emissions.
www.schueco.com

Green Technology for the Blue Planet
Clean Energy from Solar and Windows

Sponsor

Grüne Technologie für den Blauen Planeten. Das ist
saubere Energie aus Solar und Fenstern. Und der Beitrag,
den Schüco mit zukunftsweisenden Gebäudehüllen für
die Umwelt leistet. Bestes Beispiel: Das Schüco Energy³
Building – maßgeschneiderte Fenster-, Türen- und
Fassadensysteme, die Energie sparen, und Solarlösungen,
die Energie gewinnen. So entsteht ein selbst erzeugter
Energieüberschuss, der durch intelligentes Vernetzen
nutzbar wird. Das Ergebnis ist ein wichtiger Schritt in
Richtung Energieeffizienz sowie Eigenstromerzeugung.
Kurzum: ein wesentlicher Beitrag zur Reduktion des
Energiebedarfs und damit von CO2-Emissionen.
www.schueco.de

Can old buildings be just as
energy-efficient as new ones?
Intelligent and energy-efficient building technologies from Siemens
reduce emissions and costs, in any building.
www.siemens.com/energy-efficiency

costs by up to 50%, while delivering comfort to people
wherever they live and work.

Answers for infrastructure.
Sponsor

Comfort and technology have to meet the highest demands.
Our innovative products, systems, and solutions help to
reduce CO2 emissions and together with our services lower
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Wir fördern Konzepte für unsere Umwelt
. . . denn ein gesunder Lebensraum
liegt uns besonders am Herzen.

Sponsor

Sparkassen. Gut für Deutschland – gut für die Regio. www.sparkasse-freiburg.de

NACHBARSCHAFT

WEITBLICK

Lebensqualität für heute bieten oder an morgen
denken ist für manche Energieversorger
die große Frage. Für andere das große Plus.
Wie können große kommunale Lebensräume die Lebensqualität
für viele Menschen sichern und gleichzeitig Nachhaltigkeit
garantieren? Eine von vielen Fragen, die z. B. in Frankfurt
neu beantwortet wurden: Durch die Zusammenarbeit im starken
Stadtwerke-Netz der Thüga-Gruppe schöpfen kommunale Unternehmen wie die Mainova AG Kraft, um die Energie- und Wasserversorgung nachhaltig zu sichern. Selbstständig, marktgerecht
und zukunftsorientiert – das große Plus für bereits 450 Städte
mit über 8 Mio. Menschen. Mehr unter thuega.de

TH_AZ_Frankfurt_180x270_Konferenzbro_icv2.indd 1

Sponsor

Frankfurt am Main: Lebensqualität für 680.000 Einwohner
in Form von Erdgas, Strom, Wärme und Wasser – dafür sorgt
die Mainova AG, Teil der starken Thüga-Gruppe.
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A green conference

Practical information

The objective of greening an event is to minimise its negative environmental
and social impact, increase the awareness of how important sustainable
development is among participants and other stakeholders, and ensure
that a positive greening legacy remains.

Public transport

The organising team of the Local Renewables Freiburg 2011 conference has
worked on minimising the negative local and global impacts generated
by this event, both during its preparation and implementation. Greening
Local Renewables Freiburg 2011 focused on reducing the consumption of
resources and GHG emissions whenever possible.
Some of the measures taken include: reducing the amount of print
products before and at the event in favour of electronic communication;
using recycled paper for printed material; implementing waste reduction
and recycling measures; providing local transport tickets to participants;
preferring local and biological products for catering and selecting an
energy efficient building as representative venue.
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dena-Energieeffizienzkongress 2011.
21. und 22. November 2011.
bcc – Berliner Congress Center.
Wie gelingt die Energiewende?
Diskutieren Sie mit Experten
aus Wirtschaft, Wissenschaft
und Politik.

Freiburg has a well-developed public transport network.
Buses, local trains and trams will take you almost
anywhere in the city in no time at all. The City of Freiburg
generously offers every participant tickets (tram and bus)
to encourage you to use the local transportation system
to reach the Conference venue and to move around
Freiburg. You will receive single-ride tickets and a map at
the registration desk.

Telephone code
Country code Germany: +49
Freiburg city code:
0761
(leave the “0” out when using the country code. E.g. 0049761…)

Shopping, post and bank hours
Business hours are from 9:00 to 18:00. Most department
stores are open from 9:00 to 19:00 or 20:00 without
breaks – Monday through Friday. On Saturday, most
stores close earlier (16:00 or 18:00) except those in the
city centre. The post offices are open from 9:00 to 18:00
Monday to Friday, and on Saturday from 9:00 to 14:00.
Banks are open from 8:00 to 18:00 from Monday to Friday.
ATM machines are located throughout the city offering 24hour services. Credit cards are widely accepted in shops
and throughout Freiburg.

Emergency services

Sponsor

Police: 110
Fire Brigade and ambulance: 112
You can dial free of charge from any public call box.

Conference venue: Solar Info Center (SIC)
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The Solar Info Center is an innovative building concept, combining practical
sustainable measures with a progressive office space strategy.
The SIC building uses passive solar energy and high levels of insulation
to reduce heating requirements and to improve energy efficiency. The
external electricity supply is sourced from 100 percent renewable sources,
and is augmented by the 55 kWp photovoltaic system on the roof.
The window arrangement maximises natural light whilst avoiding
overheating and during the summer cool night air is drawn through
ventilation units to keep temperatures low. In addition, the foyer and
conference rooms are cooled using geothermal sources located at a depth
of 80 meter. In winter, the same system is used to preheat outside air.
How to reach the conference venue

The Solar Info Center (Emmy-Noether-Straße 2, Freiburg) is about 2 km away from the city centre:
• Regio S-Bahn (local train) – from the train station, direction Breisach. Get off at the stop “neue Messe / Universität”, the SIC is only 200 m away.
• Bus 11 – bus stop in front of the main train station, direction IKEA. Get off at the stop “Fakultät für angewandte Wissenschaft”. The SIC is in front of the bus stop.
• Bus 10 – from Siegesdenkmal, Stop “Berliner Allee” or “Schillhof”. The SIC is about 5-minute on foot from the bus stop.
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Services at the Conference
Registration and information desk

Exhibition
During the breaks all participants are encouraged to visit
the exhibition area situated in the foyer on the ground
floor of the SIC.

www.tuev-sued.de/is

Renewable Energy –
Green Light for a Secure Future
TÜV SÜD Industrie Service GmbH offers integrated solutions – global, local and
fully customised for manufacturers, investors, project developers and operators.
Benefit from our global expertise.
TÜV SÜD Industrie Service GmbH · ismarketing@tuev-sued.de
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The registration desk is located in the foyer of the Solar
Info Center to welcome and register participants. It will
serve also as the Info Point.
The registration desk’s opening time:
Thursday 27 October: from 8:30 to 18:00
Friday 28 October: from 8:30 to 16:00

Best Western Premier
Hotel Victoria

Bertoldsbrunnen City Centre
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Conference secretariat
ICLEI Europe Event Team
Leopoldring 3
79098 Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany
Tel:
+49-761/368 9220
Fax:
+49-761/368 9229
E-mail: lr2011@iclei.org
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Foyer -Registration and information desk
stairs

ClasSIC

Lobby

Lift

Coffee break area

BaSIC

Cloakroom

PhySIC

Secretariat

MuSIC

Plenary room

Ground floor

Conference venue

First floor

Solar Info Center, foyer and first floor
Emmy-Noether-Straße 2
79110 Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany
www.sic-freiburg.de

Conference secretariat at the venue
Solar Info Center, first floor
Mobile: +49 (0)171-8 34 78 07 (only on 27-28 October)
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